Instructions on how to produce yourself colloidal silver, gold, platinum, copper & zinc water

Basics: Colloidal water made with electrolysis even with the most expensive device gives always a mixture of about 80-90% silver ions and 10% neutral silver particles. Only with high voltage (several thousand volt) there can be produced more and smaller neutral particles. I'm speaking only of methods without use of chemicals.

Whether it's the ions or the neutral particles, to make the main and wished effect, is not completely clear. There are different opinions. But what is clear, the smaller the particles are, the better. The ions are very small nano or lower sized. The low volt made particles are mainly in the micron size. The hight volt made particles are mainly in the nano size, that means until 1000 times smaller which makes our colloidal pulsar water more bio-efficient and gives them a longer (years) shelf life than self-made colloidal water.

But our experience is, that almost every kind of electrolytic made colloidal water is much enough useful and effective. So with our cheap devices you can make best electrolytic made colloidal silver and even very light gold water. It makes not much sense to buy expensive electrolysis devices. If you really wants to improve the quality you must buy our new colloidal pulsar waters.

Very important for self-made best possible quality is the purity of the electrodes. Our silver and gold electrodes are 9999 pure. They are produced in Germany.

Next, the water quality influences much the quality of the colloidal water and also the production time.

Even if colloidal silver water made with, mineral or filter water is efficient, I cannot recommend to use any other water than distilled or deionised water. There are too much not wished by-products which can be toxic, specially when taken for long time in big amounts.

Important: The main goal using colloidal silver water should not be to kill evil bacteria. There is not such a thing like an evil or dangerous bacteria (or virus). Bacteria always make a biological meaningful job. They produce poisons only in death parts and death bodies under exclusion of O2. If you are not death, you have no parts and no cell’s without O2, very evidently not in the lungs. (so much to the terror lies of smallpox in 2001). The main goal is to enhance body electricity and energy. If the body has made his healing job, then the helpful bacteria disappear automatically. They are like the fire-brigade present with a fire, but not the cause of the fire. They are mostly helpful, sometimes they may destroy something while helping and there work can cause pain. My new thesis is also, that colloids, specially colloidal silver, are very efficient eliminators of free radicals (May 2011). I'm thankful for feedback confirming this thesis!

Here the water - time table to produce 2-3 dl electrolytic colloidal silver or gold water:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>water quality</th>
<th>time you use for different metalls</th>
<th>platinum</th>
<th>zinc</th>
<th>copper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>silver</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distilled water (food quality from drug store or self made), deionised water, if no distilled available.</td>
<td>30 - 80 min; stop the process while the water is still colourless!</td>
<td>1-5 days, put first some silver water in the water to make it possible at all. Heat the water to accelerate the starting process to ~60°</td>
<td>platinum ~1day zinc: ~30-60 min. copper: ~30-50 min.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reverse osmosis filtered Other waters strongly not recommended</td>
<td>20-45 min. Stop while it is still colourless! Not recommended</td>
<td>Not Recommended</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whether the production process is successful you can see on the little bulbs ascending. That means, the electrolysis is taking place. And the silver and gold water gets a metallic taste and the silver water will become yellow-golden. But to have best quality, you must stop the process while the silver water is still colourless! That's the key to have best colloidal silver water. With a small laser (Tyndall-effect) you can see how strong such a colourless water really is. The gold water remains mostly colourless. Black parts swimming on surface or lying on the ground you should not use.
By use one electrode becomes black, the other may become white like. Purify the electrodes after use carefully with a rough sponge or steel wool. Change sometimes the place of the 2 electrodes, because one is consumed faster.

Be careful that the electrode – holder does not touch the water! There are other than precious metals and it makes a short-circuit (not dangerous, but not wished).

How much to use? - the dose

Silver: You must find out yourself, not to less, as much until it works satisfying. I.e. 3 sips 5x daily. Sometimes for shortertime even about 1-2dl at once, but refined with water. Use only if needed. Gold: find it out, what's best for you: about 1-5 sips daily, I recommend over a certain time only (3-6 weeks), not always. If you feel a need, repeat it. Or once a month 1-3x daily for 3 days.

Use dark (brown or purple) glass vessels to contain colloidal silver and gold water, not metallic or plastic.

Further tips and information:

It's said that the electrolysis of gold is only possible with very high voltage. This may be true only under perfect conditions, like absolutely distilled water. The trick is to add some colloidal silver water at the beginning, so that the water becomes conductive. The ascending bulbs and the taste and the black gold electrodes and laser after use prove, that gold colloid electrolysis with about 20-30 Volt is possible with distilled water. But it remains colourless and below 1ppm.

Ppm meter: It's not possible with normal devices to count the ppm's. Our experience is, that it's not at all important to know; If you have a metallic taste, the colloidal water you made is good and effective. If the taste is to bitter, don't ingest it. Reproduce a finer solution.

Look from time to time on http://pulsar.li/en for a newer version of this flyer.

Buy silver and gold electrodes on http://pulsar.li. You get best quality for a very good price!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Very important, If You want to apply correctly colloidal silver or gold yourself, you must know the following:

Know and learn the socalled "german new medicine", GNM, as long you are healthy. If you are confronting a diagnose getting you in panic, it's to late to learn. http://germannewmedicine.ca

Dr. Lanka calls it NHM, New Human Medicine, which may sound better. But it's not the name, but what it is: The most important health information to know are the 5 biological laws found by german Dr. G.R. Hamer. This findings bring you back to the biological empiric reality and it sees humans and animals as bio-psychical entities, not as inanimate machines like the view of the pharma - medicine which is witchcraft .

Dr. Hamer discovered biological key laws: the cancer - problem is solved, it's just a biological wise (meaningful) special program which takes place in the body (organs), psyche and brain. Over 90 % of the people dying having cancer are killed by the false (official) medical treatment with chemotherapy and ray and by neglecting the exact biological processes found by Dr. Hamer, which can be proved in any case by a computer tomography of the brain. On balance: Dr. Hamer's GNM has a success rate of 92% with advanced cancer!

Dr. Hamer's discoveries are also the key to understand and treat any other "illness" according to the real biological laws and programmes. Only the cause of illness by killer-junkfood and poisons has to be focussed too.

More on the official English Website about the discoveries of Dr. Hamer: http://germannewmedicine.ca

Book: factor-L Handbook of the New Medicine - The Truth about Dr. Hamer's Discoveries on pulsar.li
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Always resist to get you implanted a RFID Chip. Otherwise You would sell your soul!

http://agb-antigenozidbewegung.de/

-------------------------------

L. Jamin, pulsar.li